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Resources required for preparing graph states

Peter Høyer� Mehdi Mhalla† Simon Perdrix†

Abstract

Graph states have become a key class of states within quantum computation. They form a basis for uni-

versal quantum computation, capture key properties of entanglement, are related to quantum error correc-

tion, establish links to graph theory, violate Bell inequalities, and have elegant and short graph-theoretical

descriptions. We give here a rigorous analysis of the resources required for producing graphs states. Us-

ing a novel graph-contraction procedure, we show that any graph state can be prepared by a linear-size

constant-depth quantum circuits, and we establish trade-offs between depth and width. We show that any

minimal-width quantum circuit requires gates that acts on several qubits, regardless of the depth. We relate

the complexity of preparing graph states to a new graph-theoretical concept, the local minimum degree,

and show that it captures basic properties of graph states.

Keywords: Quantum Computing. Algorithms. Foundations of computing.

1 Introduction

What are the minimal resources required for universal quantum computation? This single question is one

of the most fundamental questions related to building quantum computers, and it is one of the most studied

questions within quantum computing. In 2000, in seminal work, Raussendorf and Briegel [15] proposed a

new model for quantum computations. They show that if certain initial quantum states, called graph states,

are provided, then the mere ability to perform one-qubit measurements suffices for quantum computations.

Graph states have been studied extensively within the last five years. The recent survey [11] by Hein

et al. provides an excellent introduction to the area. These efforts have established several fundamental results

on the universality of quantum computations based on graph states, physical implementations of graph states,

the entanglement embodied by graph states, and have proved links to basic concepts within graph theory. In

this paper, we study computational aspects of graph states. We study in particular the question of characteriz-

ing the resources required for producing graph states and we establish stronger links to graph theory.

We first and foremost prove that any graph state can be prepared in constant time. That is, given a classical

description of a graph G = (V,E), we can produce the corresponding graph state |G by a constant-depth
quantum circuit that has size linear in the input size |V | + |E| and that consists only of one-qubit operations
and control-not operations. This implies that all two-qubit operations ever required by any quantum algorithm

can be conducted at the outset of the algorithm in parallel, after which all operations act only on one qubit.

We also show that our circuit is robust against various alterations. If we for instance do not wish to conduct all

two-qubit operations at the outset, they can be postponed, and if for instance we want to limit the number of

qubits used, i.e., the size of the Hilbert space acted upon, we can trade width for depth without compromising

the overall linear upper bound on the size of the circuit.

The ability to efficiently procedure arbitrary graph states has several advantages: it reduces the number

of qubits involved in the computation, sometimes even quadratically, and hence decreases the possibilities of

errors, it replaces two-qubit quantum operations by simple and reliable classical computations, and it allows

tailoring the preparation to specific quantum algorithms such as Shor’s factoring algorithm [1].
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We then introduce a new graph-theoretical measure, the local minimum degree, denoted ⇥loc, and show
that it is intimately linked to the complexity of preparing graph states. For instance, we use it to prove that

any measurement-based quantum circuit for preparing graph states requires either ancilla qubits or multi-qubit

measurements that act on at least ⇥loc + 1 qubits (or both). We also establish that the local minimum degree
is related to the entanglement in graph states, and we give a family of graphs for which the local minimum

degree is large. Such families may be suitable for cryptographic purposes, though likely difficult to create in

practice [10]. Other graph-theoretical measures related to graph states have recently and independently been

considered in [12, 16, 18].

2 Graph states and signed graph states

A graph state on n qubits is a state that is a superposition over all basis states,

|G =
1#
2n

 

x⌅{0,1}n

(�1)q�(x)|x , (1)

where � is the adjacency matrix of a graph G = (V,E) on n = |V | vertices and q�(x) =
�

i<j:(i,j)⌅E xixj .

The quadractic form q� satisfies that q�(x) = xT �upperx where �upper is the upper-triangle of � obtained by
setting entries �i,j with i ⌦ j to zero, and where T denotes taking transpose.

For technical reasons, it is sometimes convenient to associate signs to graph states. Given any graph state

|G and any subset S � V the signed graph state |G;S is the state

|G;S = ZS |G , (2)

where ZS =
⌥

v⌅S Zv where Zv denotes that the local operator Z = |0 �0| � |1 �1| acts on qubit v. We
sometimes omit the signs when they are not essential for the discussion. We use similar abbreviated notation,

XS =
⌥

v⌅S Xv and YS =
⌥

v⌅S Yv, for the two other pauli-operators X = |1 �0| + |0 �1| and Y =#
�1|1 �0|�

#
�1|0 �1|.

Proposition 1 For all graphs G = (V,E) and all non-empty subsets S � V ,

�G;S|G = 0,

and hence �G;S|G;S⇤ = 0 for all distinct subsets S, S⇤ � V , and the 2|V | states {|G;S }S⇥V form an

orthonormal basis.

3 Preparation of graph states

There is a simple algorithm for preparing the graph state |G corresponding to any graph G = (V,E) on
n = |V | vertices withm = |E| edges. We first prepare n qubits in a superposition of all 2n basis states,

|⌅0 =
1#
2n

 

x⌅{0,1}n

|x ,

by applying for instance the Hadamard operator H = 1 
2

�
|0 �0| + |0 �1| + |1 �0|� |1 �1|

⇥
on each of the n

qubits in the initial state |0 . Each of the qubits corresponds to a vertex of G. We then modify the phases of
the basis states by applying a sequence ofm two-qubit operations, producing the graph state |G ,

|G =
⌦

(u,v)⌅E

⇥u(Zv)|⌅0 . (3)
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For each edge (u, v) � E, we apply the controlled phase change operator defined by

⇥u(Zv) = |00 �00| + |01 �01| + |10 �10|� |11 �11|

on the two qubits labelled by the endpoints u, v of the edge. These m two-qubit operations are diagonal and

thus commute, allowing us to apply them in any order of our choosing. Summarizing, we can prepare any

graph state |G using n single-qubit operations and m two-qubit ⇥(Z) operations. Considering this simple
algorithm a quantum circuit, we can prepare a graph state by a circuit on n qubits of size n+m and depthm+1
using only single-qubit and two-qubit operations.

The depth of the circuit may be improved by parallelizing the two-qubit operations by choosing an edge

coloring of G [1]. An edge coloring using ⌃⇤ colors is a mapping c : E � {1, 2, . . . ,⌃⇤} satisfying that if
two distinct edges e and e⇤ share one endpoint, then they are assigned different colors. Any graph has an edge
coloring using at most⇥(G)+1 colors, where⇥(G) is the maximum degree of the vertices inG, and we can
find such an edge coloring in time polynomial in n andm, for instance by Vizing’s (classical) algorithm [19].
This implies that we can arrange the m two-qubit operations in our circuit such that it has depth at most

⇥(G) + 2.

Proposition 2 ([1]) Any graph state |G can be prepared by a quantum circuit consisting of single-qubit and

two-qubit operations of size O(n + m) and depth O(⇥(G)) acting on n qubits, where ⇥(G) is the maximum
degree of any vertex in G.

The above proposition implies that graphs of bounded degree can be prepared by constant depth quantum

circuits. In particular, two-dimensional cluster states, which is the common name for graph states arising from

two-dimensional grid graphs, can be prepared by constant depth quantum circuits. We now extend this result

and prove that arbitrary graphs can prepared in constant depth.

Theorem 3 (Constant depth graph state preparation) For any graphG, we can prepare some signed graph
state |G;S by a constant depth quantum circuit consisting of single-qubit and two-qubit operations of size

O(n + m) acting on n + O(m) qubits.

A key idea in our proof is to embed G as an induced minor of a larger graph of bounded degree, and then

utilize that taking induced minors can be obtained by Pauli measurements.

We consider four types of substructures of a graph G = (V,E). A deletion of a vertex v � V in G is the

graph G \ v obtained from G by deleting v and all edges incident to v. A deletion of an edge e � E in G is

the graph G \ e obtained from G by simply deleting the edge e. A contraction of an edge (u, v) � E in G
is the graph G/(u, v) obtained from G by introducing edges between v and each vertex in NG(u) \ NG(v),
and then deleting u and all its incident edges. A graph G is an induced subgraph of G⇤ if G is isomorphic

to a graph that can be obtained from G⇤ by vertex deletions. It is a subgraph of G⇤ if we can obtain a graph
isomorphic to G by edge deletions. It is a minor of G⇤ if it is isomorphic to a graph that can be obtained from
G⇤ by edge deletions and edge contractions, and it is an induced minor of G⇤ if it is isomorphic to a graph that
can be obtained from G⇤ by vertex deletions and edge contractions. Any induced subgraph is also a subgraph,
and any induced minor is also a minor.

The next two lemmas provide our main technical tools for generating the graph state |G .

Lemma 4 (Vertex deletion) Let v � V be any vertex. Conducting a Z measurement of the qubit v maps |G 
to |G \ v and thus corresponds to deleting the vertex v.

Proof We first note that for any S � V ,

|G;S =
1#
2

�
|G \ v;S |0 v + |G \ v;S⇥NG(v) |1 v

⇥
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Figure 1: Embedding G as an induced minor of a bounded degree graph G̃ by repeated applications of graph

expansions. Conducting X measurements of qubits v⇤ and v⇤⇤ contracts the two edges (v, v⇤) and (v⇤, v⇤⇤).

which follows from Eqs. 2 and 3. If qubit v is Z-measured (that is, measured in the basis of the eigenvectors
of the Pauli operator Z), the resulting state is thus either |G \ v;S or |G \ v;S⇥NG(v) (where ⇥ denotes

the symmetric difference), and hence is equal to |G \ v up to (known) signs. %$

Lemma 5 (Edge contraction) Let v, v⇤, v⇤⇤ � V so that NG(v⇤) = {v, v⇤⇤} and NG(v) ⌫ NG(v⇤⇤) = {v⇤}.
Conducting an X measurement of each of the two qubits v⇤ and v⇤⇤ maps |G to |G/(v, v⇤)/(v⇤, v⇤⇤) and thus
corresponds to contracting the two edges (v, v⇤) and (v⇤, v⇤⇤).

Proof Let v, v⇤, v⇤⇤ � V be as in the lemma. For any subset S � V ,

|G;S =
ZS

2

 

k,l⌅{0,1}

⇧
Zk

v⇥⇥Z
l
NG(v)\{v⇥}|G/vv⇤/v⇤v⇤⇤ 

⌃�
|0 + Zl

v⇥ |1 
⇥
v⇥

�
|0 + Zk

v⇥⇥ |1 
⇥
v⇥⇥

and hence, if qubits v⇤ and v⇤⇤ are X-measured, the resulting state is |G/(v, v⇤)/(v⇤, v⇤⇤) up to (known) signs.
%$

Proof of Theorem 3 We first embed G as an induced minor of a larger graph G̃ of bounded degree by

repeatedly expanding any vertex v of degree d ⌦ 4 into three vertices v, v⇤, v⇤⇤ of strictly smaller degrees, as
illustrated in Figure 1. Formally, we partition the neighborhood NG(v) of v in two sets L and R of sizes �d

2⌧
and ⇡d

2⇢, respectively. We then set V̂ = V �{v⇤, v⇤⇤} and Ê = E \({v}⇤R)�{(v, v⇤), (v⇤, v⇤⇤)}�({v⇤⇤}⇤R).
We set Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê), and recursively expand any vertex v of Ĝ till all vertices have degree at most three. The

thus obtained graph G̃ will have O(m) vertices and maximum degree three.
We first prepare the graph state |G̃ by a constant-depth circuit onO(m) qubits by applying Proposition 2,

and then apply Lemma 5 to contract |G̃ to |G by applying Xmeasurements on all vertices introduced during
the expansion of G to G̃. The X measurements commute and can thus all be conducted in parallel by a circuit
of depth one. %$

Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 give two linear-size circuits for preparing any graph state, up to signs. The

former has small width and large depth, the latter large width and small depth. We can trade width for depth in

the above construction, without compromising the overall size of the circuit, by stopping the expansion once

all vertices have degree at most T .

Theorem 6 (Small depth graph state preparation) For any graph G, we can prepare some signed graph
state |G;S by a quantum circuit consisting of single-qubit and two-qubit operations of size O(n + m) and
depth O(T ) acting on n + O(m/T ) qubits, for any integer T .

In the above theorems, we can replace the unitary operations by projective measurements. Any single-

qubit unitary operation can be simulated using two single-qubit projective measurements, one two-qubit pro-

jective measurement, and one ancilla qubit [14]. Similarly, a two-qubit control-not operation can be simulated
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using two single-qubit projective measurements, two two-qubit projective measurements, and one ancilla

qubit [14]. In Theorem 6, we may thus replace the unitary operations by projective measurements. We re-use

the ancilla qubits in each of the ⇤(T ) layers of the circuit so that the the total number of additional ancilla
qubits required by the simulation is only O(m/T ).

Theorem 7 (Measurement-based preparation) For any graph G, we can prepare some signed graph state
|G;S by a quantum circuit consisting of single-qubit and two-qubit projective measurements of sizeO(n+m)
and depth O(T ) acting on n + O(m/T ) qubits, for any integer T .

In the standard circuit for graph preparation, in which each of the O(m) layers of the circuit consists of
exactly one gate, we may similarly replace the unitary operations by projective measurements, yielding that

any graph state can be prepared using n + 1 qubits by single-qubit and two-qubit projective measurements.
We require only one ancilla qubit for iteratively simulating each of the O(m) two-qubit operations.

Proposition 8 (Measurement-based preparation using one ancilla qubit) For any graph G, we can pre-
pare some signed graph state |G;S by a quantum circuit consisting of single-qubit and two-qubit projective

measurements of size O(n + m) and depth O(m) acting on n + 1 qubits.

It would be interesting to extend Theorem 3 and its corollaries to incorporate noise and errors, for instance

as discussed for cluster states in [6].

4 Circuits and local complementation

The circuit constructions for preparation of graph states given above are based on the concept of graph minors.

To improve the constructions further, we require the additional concept of local complementation in graphs.

A local complementation is a graph operation that maps one graph into another. Kotzig first showed that the

class of circle graphs are closed under local complementation (see [8, 4]) and it was then used by Bouchet [5]

to give a characterization of circle graphs.

A local complementation of a graph G at a vertex v � V is the operation which replaces the subgraph of

G induced by the neighborhood NG(v) of v by its complement. We denote the thus obtained graph by G � v.
Local complementation defines an equivalence relation. We say two graphs G1 and G2 are locally equivalent

if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of local complementations, and write G1 ↵loc G2.

A pivoting on a edge (u, v) � E is the operation that mapsG toG�u�v�u. This operation is well-defined
as G � u � v � u = G � v � u � v, and we denote it by G ⇠ (u, v). Following Oum [13], we say a graphH is a

vertex minor of G if H can be obtained from G by vertex deletions and local complementations. A graph H
is a pivot minor of G if H can be obtained from G by vertex deletions and pivotings.

The most important property of local complementation for this paper, is that it can be implemented by

local quantum operations. Let G and G⇤ be two locally equivalent graphs, G ↵loc G⇤. Then there exists a
tensor product U =

⌥
v⌅V U(v) of n single-qubit unitary operations U(v) such that |G⇤ = U|G . This implies

that if C is a circuit that maps |⌅0 to |G⇤ , then UC is a circuit that maps |⌅0 to |G . Thus, any two locally
equivalent graphs can be implemented by circuits of the same depths, up to an additive constant of 1.

Let ⇥(G) = min{degG(v) : v � V } denote the minimum degree of any vertex in G, where degG(v)
denotes the degree of v in G. Let ⇥loc(G) = min{⇥(G⇤) : G⇤ ↵loc G} denote the minimum degree achievable
by local complementations. We refer to ⇥loc as the local minimum degree of G. Similarly, let mloc(G) =
min{|E⇤| : (V,E⇤) ↵loc G} denote the minimum total number of edges achievable by local complementations.
Unfortunately, there is no known polynomial-time algorithm for computing either of the two quantities ⇥loc(G)
and mloc(G), given a graph G as input. The thus far best result in this direction is a result of Bouchet [2]

stating that the problem of deciding if two graphs are locally equivalent is polynomial-time computable. Van

den Nest [17] gives in his Ph.D. thesis a short description of Bouchet’s algorithm.
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The quantity mloc is related to the size of any quantum circuit preparing a graph state. Suppose we

could find a polynomial-time algorithm that given any graph, outputs a locally equivalent graph of minimum

total degree. Then in Theorems 3, 6 and 7, we could replace m by mloc, and still have polynomial-time

constructable quantum circuits. However, currently no such result is in sight.

We now show that ⇥loc is related to the usage of ancilla qubits in the circuits for preparing graph states. To
prove this, we first give three equivalent definitions of ⇥loc, the first graph theoretical, the second combinatorial,
and the third algebraic. We require the following notation and concepts.

For any subset X � V of vertices, let OddG(X) = {u � V \ X : NG(u) ⌫ X = 1 mod 2} denote
the set of vertices that is adjacent to an odd number of vertices in X in G. Similarly, let EvenG(X) = {u �
V \ X : NG(u) ⌫X = 0 mod 2}. We say that the vertices in OddG(X) are odd neighbors of X in G, and
that the vertices in EvenG(X) are even neighbors of X in G.

The cut-matrix of a subset X � V of vertices is the submatrix �G(X, V \ X) indexed by X ⇤ (V \ X)
of the adjacency matrix �G of G. The cut-rank Cutrk(X) of X is the rank of its cut-matrix, where we define

the rank over GF(2). The cut-rank of X is invariant under local complementation [3], though the null-space

of �G(X, V \X) may change under local complementation. It was used by Bouchet [2] and others under the
name “connectivity function”, and coined the cut-rank by Oum [13]. We say that a set of vertices L � V is

local if L = X � OddG(X) for some subset X � L. Note that a local set L does not have full cut-rank, and
that {v} �NG(v) is local for any vertex v � V .

Lemma 9 Any local set L is invariant under local complementation. Moreover, for all y � L, there exists a
graph G⇤ locally equivalent to G such that {y} � OddG⇥({y}) � L.

Proof Suppose that L = X � OddG(X). We consider how the three-way partition V = X � OddG(X) �
EvenG(X) changes under local complementation at a vertex v � V . Let G⇤ = G � v. Then the three-way
partition changes as follows.

X ⇤ OddG⇥(X ⇤) EvenG⇥(X ⇤)
v � EvenG(X) X OddG(X) EvenG(X)
v � OddG(X) X � {v} OddG(X) \ {v} EvenG(X)
v � X and |NX(v)| is odd X \ {v} OddG(X) � {v} EvenG(X)
v � X and |NX(v)| is even X OddG(X) EvenG(X)

The forth and last column implies that any local set L is invariant under local complementation, and thus only
the internal structure of L changes. By the second row, we can move vertex y into X , if y � OddG(X). By
the third row, we can move vertices out of X as long as there exists a vertex in X having an odd number of

neighbors in X . If all vertices in X have an even number of neighbors in X , and if any vertex in X has a

neighbor z in EvenG(X), then a local complementation at z creates at least two vertices in X having an odd

number of neighbors in X . One of these must be a vertex different from y. Thus, by a sequence of local
complementations, we can map G to some graph G⇤ in which there are no edges between X and EvenG⇥(X),
and in which y � X . Hence NG⇥(y) � L and thus {y} � OddG⇥({y}) � L. %$

Corollary 10 Let x � V be any vertex of degree d = degG(x). Then for all neighbors y � NG(x), there
exists a graphG⇤ locally equivalent toG for whichNG⇥(y) = (NG(x)�{x})\{y}. In particular, all neighbors
of x can be locally reduced to having degree d.

Theorem 11 (Characterization of local minimum degree) For any graphG, the local minimum degree ⇥loc(G)
is equal to

1. min
⇤
⇥(G⇤) : G⇤ ↵loc G

⌅
.
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2. min
⇤
|L| : L is nonempty and local}� 1.

3. min
⇤
|X| : Cutrk(X) < |X|

⌅
� 1.

Proof We first show that the quantity in (1) is an upper bound on the quantity in (2). Let y � V be a vertex

of degree ⇥loc(G) in G⇤ ↵loc G. Then {y} �NG⇥(y) is local. Similarly, we show that the quantity in (2) is an
upper bound on the quantity in (3). Let L = X � OddG(X) be local. Then ⌃X�G[L, V \ L] = 0, where ⌃X

is the indicator function of X in L, and thus L does not have full cutrank. Finally, we show that the quantity
in (3) is an upper bound on the quantity in (1). Let X � V be a set that does not have full cutrank. Let

Y � V \ X be such that ⌃Y �[X, V \ X] = 0. Then OddG(Y ) � X . By Lemma 9, for all y � Y , there is a
graph G⇤ locally equivalent to G such that degG⇥(y)  |X|� 1. %$

By Theorem 11, for any fixed integer d, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm for deciding if ⇥loc > d.
If d is part of the input, no polynomial-time algorithm is known. Though plausible, it is not known whether
the concept of cut-rank is helpful in computing ⇥loc in polynomial time. One result in this direction is by
Oum [13], who gives a polynomial-time algorithm that given any two disjoint non-empty sets of vertices

A,B � V as input, computes the value min{Cutrk(Z) : X � Z � V \ B} by greedily searching for
blocking sequences as introduced by Geelen [9].

We now use the above characterization to show that if no ancilla qubits are available for preparing a graph

state, then joint projective measurements on at least ⇥loc(G) + 1 qubits are required. As a consequence, for all
graphs for which ⇥loc > 1, there does not exist a measurement-based preparation using only single-qubit and
two-qubit projective measurements without the use of ancilla qubits.

Theorem 12 (Lower bound on measurement-based preparation) Let G be any graph. Any preparation of

|G by a quantum circuit acting on n qubits and consisting of projective measurements requires measurements
acting on ⇥loc(G) + 1 qubits.

Proof By contradiction. Assume the last measurement of the preparation acts on at most ⇥loc(G) qubits X
and that it produces the signed graph state |G;S . LetW be the observable describing this measurement. Then

W|G;S = |G;S , and thus �G;S|W|G;S = 1.
Let U � X be any subset of the measured vertices X . Since |X|  ⇥loc(G), subset X has full cutrank by

Theorem 11, and thus there exists a subset Y � V \X such that ⌃U = �[X, V \X]⌃Y . The operator XY acts

only on qubits not in X , and thus commutes withW. In addition, ZOdd(Y )XY |G;S = ±|G;S , and hence

1 = �G;S|W|G;S = �G;S|XY WXY |G;S = �G;S|ZOdd(Y )WZOdd(Y )|G;S 
= �G;S|ZUWZU |G;S = �G;S⇥U |W|G;S⇥U .

It follows that W acts trivially on |G;S⇥U for all subsets U � X . Since these 2|X| states are pairwise
orthogonal,W is the identity, which is a contradiction. %$

It is natural to consider recursive methods for preparing a graph state G, for instance by partitioning the
vertex set V into parts which then are considered individually. The next lemma states that deleting any one

vertex or edge may decrease the local degree by at most one.

Lemma 13 For any graph G = (V,E), any vertex u � V , and any edge e = (v, w) � E, ⇥loc(G \ v) ⌦
⇥loc(G)� 1 and ⇥loc(G \ e) ⌦ ⇥loc(G)� 1.

Proof LetX � V \{u} be any set of vertices satisfying that CutrkG\u(X) < |X|. Then CutrkG(X �{u})  
CutrkG\u(X) + 1 < |X � {u}|. Now, let X � V be any set of vertices satisfying that CutrkG\e(X) < |X|,
and consider an edge e = (v, w) � E. Firstly, if v, w � X or v, w ✏� X , then CutrkG(X) = CutrkG\e(X).
Secondly, if v � X and w ✏� X , then CutrkG(X � {w}) = CutrkG\e(X � {w})  CutrkG\e(X) + 1 <
|X| + 1 = |X � {w}|. %$
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Figure 2: The prism graph P on six vertices. Tracing out vertices b and e from |G creates a separable mixed
state.

Suppose we are given an oracle O� that given any graph G returns ⇥loc(G). Then there exists a determin-
istic algorithm that given any graph G outputs a graph G⇤ locally equivalent to G with ⇥(G⇤) = ⇥loc(G). The
algorithm runs in time polynomial in n and uses at most a linear number of oracle queries. The proof is given
in Appendix A.

Theorem 14 The following two computational problems are polynomially equivalent: (1) computing ⇥loc(G)
and (2) finding a graph G⇤ with G⇤ ⌥ G and ⇥(G⇤) = ⇥loc(G).

5 Bi-separability and �loc

An n-qubit state ⌅ is bi-separable if there exists a partition A,B of V such that ⌅ can be written on the form
⌅ =
�k

i=1 �i⌅A
i ⌃ ⌅B

i for a finite set of density operators ⌅A
i , ⌅B

i and non-negative weights �i, where each ⌅A
i

acts on A only and each ⌅B
i acts on B only. In this section, we refer to bi-separability simply as separability.

Theorem 15 For any graph state |G , there exists a subset U � V of vertices of size ⇥loc(G) such that the
reduced density operator ⌅ = TrU (|G �G|) is separable.

Proof Let G⇤ be a graph that is locally equivalent to G and contains a vertex v of degree d = ⇥loc(G). We
show that the state ⌅ obtained from |G⇤ �G⇤| by tracing out the d qubits corresponding to the neighborsNG⇥(v)
of v is separable. We do this by giving a procedure for preparing ⌅ that preserves separability.

Let H = G⇤ \ NG⇥(v) be the subgraph of G⇤ obtained by removing the neighbors NG⇥(v) of v. The
subgraphH consists of (at least) two components, {v} and the rest. The graph state |H is thus separable and
can be written on the form |v |H \ {v} .

Consider we first prepare the separable pure state |H . Now for each neighbor w � NG⇥(v) in turn,
we randomly flip an unbiased coin. If the outcome of the coinflip is head, we apply a (single-qubit) ⇧z

operation on each of the qubits of |H corresponding to the neighbors NG⇥(w) ⌫H of w. If the outcome of
the coinflip is tail, we do not alter the state. This maps the state |v |H \ {v} to some other pure state |v |H ⇤ 
that is also separable with respect to the same partitioning of vertices. We take sum of the density operators

|v |H ⇤ �H ⇤|�v| over all 2d possible outcomes, yielding a density operator ⌅⇤ that is separable with respect to
the same partitioning. The density operator ⌅⇤ is the same as the density operator ⌅ obtained by tracing out the
neighbors NG⇥(v) of v in G⇤, and thus ⌅ is separable. %$

The upper bound of ⇥loc(G) on separability in Theorem 15 is tight for some graphs, but not all. An example
for which the bound is not tight is the prism graph P on six vertices, illustrated in Figure 2. On the one hand,

any local set in P has size at least 4, and hence its local minimum degree is (at least) 3 by Theorem 11. On the

other hand, if we trace out qubits b and e in |P  , the remaining state is separable across the cut ({a, d}, {c, f}).
One way of seeing this, is to first delete the edge (b, e), do a local complementation on b and then e, deleting
b and e, and noticing that the remaining graph consists of two components, {a, d} and {c, f}. It would be
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interesting to explore the relationship between ⇥loc and separability further, and also to consider k-separability
and full separability [7].

We show in Appendix B that there exists a natural family of graphs for which ⇥loc is polynomial in the
input graph. It seems plausible that this family of graphs contains entanglement that is very robust against

quantum operations acting on a sublinear number of qubits, and thus could be useful in for instance quantum

cryptography and quantum communication complexity.

Corollary 16 There exists a constant c > 0 and a family of graphs G for which ⇥loc(G) � ⇧(|G|c).
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